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The digital revolution leads to ever increasing amounts of data and a massively increased pace of
data generation. In many use cases, archival of the data and later processing is either impossible or
uneconomic due to the speed and amount of the data and the quick loss in value of data analysis
over time. This has led to the development of stream processing engines (SPE), which can analysis
large amounts of data in motion. This leads to two major challenges, the handling of time and
potentially endless streams.

Current systems, such as Apache Spark Streaming or Apache Flink, handle these two challenges but
work under the strong assumption that an analysis job is running very long and in isolation. This has
led to an execution model that is very static regarding queries. Preliminary work [1] and a previous
master project has explored the option to break this assumption and deal with streams of query
additions and removals. Considering a standardized query structure, this leads to orders of
magnitude improvements in throughput comparing to state of the art SPEs.

Project Outline
Goal of this master project is to build a prototype of a stream processing engine that has a concept
of dynamic query deployment and removal. Unlike previous work [1], which is built on top of the SPE
Apache Flink [2], and the 2019 master project, in this project a compilation-based approach will be
built, with a clear focus on performance.

The prototype should be able to process simple stream processing queries and streams. The set of
query operators to be supported will be retrieved from benchmarks such as Nexmark [2], LinearRoad
[3], or TPCx-IoT [4] and previous implementations. To speed up the processing, the query dataflows
need to be compiled as binaries. The idea is to generate code for the dataflow and then try different
compilation techniques [8,9]. As an extension, an incremental, dynamic approach combining
different compilation techniques can be used. In this setup, a quick, less efficient compilation or

interpretation can incrementally be replaced with more highly optimized, yet more slowly compiled
versions of the query plan.
In this project, students will learn the inner workings of stream processors and data management
systems in general, with a particular focus on query compilation. It is targeting students interested in
acquiring skills in data management, stream processing, data flows, compilers, and low-level systems
programming.
General information and an introduction on stream processing can be found in the O’Reilly blog
posts by Tyler Akidau [5,6] and the stream processing book [7].
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